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Abstract

This report summarises the results of T-Factor’s outreach, 
dissemination and exploitation activities in the period from 
M19 to M28. It includes both quantitative data on main Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI), areas of improvements for the 
following months as well as a factsheet and a media clipping 
that showcase the project’s mentions in press, blogs and 
corporate sites. 
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| ABOUT THE DOCUMENT
 

This document reports on communication, dissemination and 
exploitation activities implemented in the context of the T-Factor 
project during the period M19-M28 (December 2021 - October 2022). 
It also provides a description of the main results achieved to date in 
terms of outreach and dissemination, as well as of the core 
exploitation paths that have emerged and that will be further 
explored in the upcoming period.

The document builds upon and further develops the first Outreach 
Report (v1.0) submitted in September 2021. It thus follows the same 
structure of the original report, being organised around the three key 
building blocks that stand as the backbone of the T-Factor's outreach 
and exploitation strategy, namely i) Communication; ii) 
Dissemination; iii) Exploitation. 

The European Commission defines these three aspects as it follows 
(1):

Communication means taking strategic and targeted measures for 
promoting the action itself and its results to a multitude of 
audiences, including the media and the public, and possibly 
engaging in a two-way exchange. The aim is to reach out to society 
as a whole and in particular to some specific audiences while 
demonstrating how EU funding contributes to tackling societal 
challenges.

Dissemination is the public disclosure of the results of the project in 
any medium. Disclosure may sound passive, like a shop opening up, 
but it is an activity, like a shopkeeper attracting customers. It is a 
process of promotion and awareness-raising right from the 
beginning of a project. It makes research results known to various 
stakeholder groups (like research peers, industry and other 

1 Source: https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/support/faq;keywords=/933

commercial actors, professional organisations, policymakers) in a 
targeted way, to enable them to use the results in their own work. 
This process must be planned and organised at the beginning of 
each project, usually in a dissemination plan.

Exploitation is the use of the results during and after the project’s 
implementation. It can be for commercial purposes but also for 
improving policies, and for tackling economic and societal problems.

Communication and dissemination in the M9-M28 period have been 
focussed on extending the outreach of the T-Factor messages in 
media and trough specialised channels and events in which the 
consortium has been involved. Special attention in this period has 
been allocated to local pilot developing their own communication in 
their contexts and languages. This also included the launch of the six 
local websites, one for each pilot.

Media mentions have increased in the covered period from 12 to 21 in 
national media and from 1 to 28 in local media. T-Factor has been 
presented in 15 EU level and international events, 17 local and 
regional events, and 4 scientific papers and publications. It is also 
relevant to mention the participation of T-Factor in the New 
European Bauhaus through the organisation of 2 events as part of 
NEB Festival organised in June 2022. At this moment, the global 
reach through the different T-Factor communication channels is 
above 8,9K people (2).

In general, strategy seems to be working and the message is slowly 
gaining traction among actors that did not know of the amount of 
research, evidences and best practices that supports the idea of 
temporary use, participatory approaches and culture-first strategies 
as a key building blocks in urban regeneration for the coming 
decades.
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GLOSSARY

economic and environmental. It is not exclusive 
to its users but inclusive of social need; it 
delivers social value, informs longer-term 
development and drives a new vision of city 
making (ARUP, 2020). Not all temporary uses 
are meanwhile: meanwhile uses take advantage 
of a window of opportunity on a site, before and 
after another use. And not all meanwhile uses 
are short term. Some meanwhile uses are 
offered long leases, for instance in regeneration 
projects spanning decades. (Source: Centre for 
London, 2018).

/Mission-oriented Innovation  
Mission-oriented innovation is the new 
paradigm informing the way in which research 
and innovation shall drive Europe towards 
climate-neutral, just and thriving societies and 
economies. In the words of the European 
Commission, ‘EU Missions are a new way to 
bring concrete solutions to some of our greatest 
challenges. They will deliver impact by putting 
research and innovation into a new role, 
combined with new forms of governance and 
collaboration, as well as by engaging citizens. 
EU Missions [..] aim to mobilise public and 
private actors, such as EU Member States, 
regional and local authorities, research 
institutes, farmers and land managers, 
entrepreneurs and investors to create real and 
lasting impact. EU Missions will support 
Europe’s transformation into a greener, 
healthier, more inclusive and resilient 
continent.’ In a nutshell, missions essentially 
embrace a new way of defining innovation 

/Temporary Use   
Temporary use is a practice in urbanism aiming 
to revitalise empty spaces in urban areas, 
especially abandoned and decaying buildings. 
Many spaces are left empty by owners because 
they do not have plans for the space, no capital 
for its renovation, or cannot sell or rent the 
space at the price they want. Instead of waiting 
with an empty space, which can often mean 
being additionally taxed by the municipality, 
they can offer a temporary use. This allows 
various community members to obtain the 
space for their social, cultural, or other needs, 
often under more favourable terms. The 
property owner often has less requirements 
than in the case of a normal lease: they do not 
have to maintain the space and can cancel the 
use at a much shorter notice. On the other 
hand, temporary users can use the space at no 
or symbolic cost, and often maintain the spaces 
themselves. (source: Wikipedia).

/Meanwhile Use    
A “meanwhile use” describes a situation where 
a site is utilised for a duration of time before it is 
turned into a more permanent end state, taking 
advantage of a short window of opportunity. 
Meanwhile interventions are tactical and slot 
into wider strategies of planned change. They 
can help in shaping positive urban 
transformation. We evidence the transitional 
nature of meanwhile uses within urban 
development, where its primary purpose is to 
deliver benefits to the community through 
predominantly social outcomes as well as 

objectives, making them more concrete, time- 
bound, achievable and capable of mobilising 
different actors and assets in a joint and 
collaborative effort of discovery and learning. In 
T-Factor, we leverage the ‘meanwhile’ in urban 
regeneration as a collective, laboratorial space 
to address place-based missions of innovation 
that are relevant to broader regeneration 
challenges and to Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). These missions are designed so as 
to respond to pressing local problems, and to 
convene local actors in the pursuit of solutions, 
pooling material and immaterial resources that 
are distributed in our cities yet often 
disconnected. Core to this approach is the 
understanding of temporary uses as the 
opportunity to define shared goals of urban 
regeneration, aligning public and private 
interests around the creation of shared public 
value.

/Pilots
Urban regeneration initiatives where T-Factor 
develops strategies of temporary uses in 
response to local missions of innovation that are 
relevant to broader regeneration challenges. T- 
Factor’s pilots are: Aleksotas Kaunas, 
Amsterdam Science Park, Euston London, 
MIND Milan, Trafaria Lisbon, Zorrotzaurre Bilbao. 
See: https://www.t-factor.eu/pilots/

/Local Coalitions
In T-Factor, Local Coalitions are place-based 
alliances involving stakeholders across different
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sectors. These alliances collaborate in the ‘meanwhile’ 
of urban regeneration in address to shared missions 
of innovation that are relevant to broader 
regeneration challenges and opportunities.

  
/Transformation Labs (T-Labs)
Thematic Labs involving different partners in T-Factor, 
that support the pilots in designing and delivering 
temporary uses according to their missions. In the 
project, there are seven T-Labs: 1. Arts, Culture & 
Creativity; 2. T-Lab2: Urban production & Digitalisation; 
3. Citizen-led Smartness; 4. Urban Design for Health 
and Well-being; 5. Circular & Collaborative Economy; 
6. Social Innovation and Social Inclusion; 7. Climate 
Change and Regenerative Cities. See: https://www.t- 
factor.eu/how-we-work/

/Transformation Agency
A design-driven task force that, within T-Factor, 
supports the Pilots with tools and methods to design,
plan, deliver, monitor and evaluate strategies of 
missions-oriented temporary uses in urban 
regeneration. 
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| 1.1 COMMUNICATION 
OBJECTIVES 

The key mission of T-Factor is to demonstrate the role that 
temporary use can play in making urban regeneration’s trajectories 
more inclusive, participatory and sustainable for the people and 
planet. As stated in T-Factor's Advanced Cases Portfolio: 

‘Temporary uses help build location, creating better conditions 
for higher quality spaces. They can accommodate more 
effective forms of public engagement, supporting direct 

dialogue between the different actors at stake and hence 
more opportunities for creating trust and social capital. They 

can address existing and emerging needs, and mitigate 
disruptions stemming from construction periods. Furthermore, 

meanwhile uses can catalyse creative talent and innovative 
entrepreneurship, hence contrasting isolation and cultural and 

economic deprivation. By unlocking new partnerships and 
alliances, they can enable wide collaboration and support 
pooling of resources around shared objectives. Above all, 

meanwhile uses hold the potential to change perceptions and 
feelings relatively quickly, therefore speaking directly to the 

DNA of decisions around where to live, work, spend free time, 
educate children or get healthcare - when these decisions can 

still be made.’ (Martelloni, Galli, Ribera Fumaz & al., 2021).

In this context, key to the communication strategy of T-Factor is the
adoption of engaging, accessible and rich narratives that use the
topic of urban regeneration as the ground for stimulating
awareness and collective debate around a diversity of correlated
topics such as urban transformations, gentrification, urban
commons, smart cities and digitalisation, resilience and climate
change, among others. From the start of the project, we have
dedicated efforts to adopt a communication style that is simple and
accessible to different target groups, as the starting point for more 

specific narratives tailored to the different audiences we aim to 
engage over time. 

By leveraging diversity in the conversation around urban 
regeneration and the future of our cities, our ultimate goal is to 
enrich a sometimes too simplistic conversation between specialists 
and the general public about urban regeneration and its 
consequences on the life of millions of citizens, attempting to 
openly address elephants in the room such as gentrification and 
commodification of urban heritage. 

T-Factor’s communication strategy has been designed and 
developed according to the overarching objective of conveying the 
importance and value of temporary uses across the broad plethora 
of stakeholders - policy-makers, investors, developers, practitioners, 
academic staff and citizens - that are at stake in urban 
regeneration.
 

KEY COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES FOR THE PERIOD 

To support the project visibility among the different target-groups, by 
means of engaging narratives that clearly explain the project’s concept, 
goals and expected results, and that can be adapted to different channels.

To foster the creation of communities of interests across different publics.

To prepare the ground for exploitation of project’s results.

To monitor the performance of communication in order to apply corrective 
actions whenever necessary and identify opportunities that can enhance 
visibility. 

To support the pilots local coalitions  in the communication strategies of the 
activities and initiatives developed throughout the project.

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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| 1.2 COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE| 1.2 COMMUNICATION STRUCTURE  

Communication in T-Factor is structured around 2 levels, each working 
according to specific procedures and mechanisms of coordination and 
implementation:

The project level: refers to communication activities managed at central 
level and that cover the project as a whole, by means of constant 
communication of its ongoing progress, news and other relevant 
information. It is therefore the central engine of the project’s 
communication activities, on which specific communication activities 
(primarily at pilot sites) depend. This level is directly coordinated by T- 
Factor’s Communication & Dissemination Lead within work-package 8.

The pilot level: refers to communication activities that specifically deal 
with each of the different pilot sites addressed by the project, with their 
own specific messages, target-groups, local languages and channels. This 
level is directly coordinated by specific communication leads appointed at 
pilot site, each referring to WP8 Lead for ongoing indications, support and 
monitoring of the progress. At the pilots’ level, we also adopt 
communication channels (websites and social networks) that are already 
in place for the targeted regenerations (i.e. pilot initiatives), while ensuring 
continuous cross-referencing with T-Factor’s central communication 
channels. 

9



Pilots' MicrositesPilots' Microsites

Press Releases & MediaPress Releases & Media

General WebsiteGeneral Website
  

T-FACTOR COMMUNICATION CHANNELS:T-FACTOR COMMUNICATION CHANNELS:  
OVERVIEWOVERVIEW

  
  

Social MediaSocial Media

NewsletterNewsletter

NewsNews

ResourcesResources

CitiesCities

Temporary Use MapTemporary Use Map

AmsterdamAmsterdam

BilbaoBilbao

KaunasKaunas

LisbonLisbon

LondonLondon

MIlanMIlan

FacebookFacebook
  

TwitterTwitter
  

LinkedinLinkedin
  

InstagramInstagram
  

YoutubeYoutube

ExternalExternal

InternalInternal
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Central WebsiteCentral Website

T-Factor’s website is the main 'hub' for communication related with the T-T-Factor’s website is the main 'hub' for communication related with the T-  
Factor ecosystem, as well as the main repository of news, events, and publicFactor ecosystem, as well as the main repository of news, events, and public  
resources produced by the project over time.resources produced by the project over time.

HomepageHomepage, including a custom-made videoclip by the T-Factor team that, including a custom-made videoclip by the T-Factor team that  
allows for immediate grasping and ‘look & feel’ of temporary use andallows for immediate grasping and ‘look & feel’ of temporary use and  
meanwhile urbanism initiatives.meanwhile urbanism initiatives.  

About - Project section:About - Project section:    briefly explains the core problems addressed by thebriefly explains the core problems addressed by the  
project, our key research and innovation missions and the map of partners,project, our key research and innovation missions and the map of partners,  
cities and collaborators of the project.cities and collaborators of the project.  

CitiesCities: Presents the regeneration initiatives involved in T-Factor, including 8: Presents the regeneration initiatives involved in T-Factor, including 8  
Advanced Regeneration Cases that serve as source of inspiration and learning,Advanced Regeneration Cases that serve as source of inspiration and learning,  
and the 6 T-Factor Pilots where meanwhile strategies are concretely run andand the 6 T-Factor Pilots where meanwhile strategies are concretely run and  
tested.tested.

NewsNews::    a section dedicated to the ongoing activities within T-Factor, includinga section dedicated to the ongoing activities within T-Factor, including  
initiatives, workshops and events launched by the project as well as at pilotinitiatives, workshops and events launched by the project as well as at pilot  
sites.sites.

Temporary Use MapTemporary Use Map: Dynamic tool that harvests and visualises initiatives of: Dynamic tool that harvests and visualises initiatives of  
meanwhile urbanism, aimed at contributing to the systematisation ofmeanwhile urbanism, aimed at contributing to the systematisation of  
temporary uses’ landscape across European cities.temporary uses’ landscape across European cities.

ResourcesResources: Repository for the main resources (publications, reports, case: Repository for the main resources (publications, reports, case  
studies, etc.) developed by T-Factor over time, aimed at harvesting and makingstudies, etc.) developed by T-Factor over time, aimed at harvesting and making  
available our practices and ongoing knowledge to the general public.available our practices and ongoing knowledge to the general public.

Performance & Challenges:Performance & Challenges: During current period, the website has increased During current period, the website has increased  
the number of users with a growth of 38%, as well as in the time users spend inthe number of users with a growth of 38%, as well as in the time users spend in  
the site. The next step in the following period is to reach wider audiencethe site. The next step in the following period is to reach wider audience  
through a strategy based on quality content creation, spreading in T-Factor andthrough a strategy based on quality content creation, spreading in T-Factor and  
partners' social media and link building actions.partners' social media and link building actions.

| 1.3 COMMUNICATION| 1.3 COMMUNICATION  
CHANNELSCHANNELS  



Facebook. Facebook. Main target groups: University professors, researchers andMain target groups: University professors, researchers and  
students, cultural and creative actors, sistering projects and citizens.students, cultural and creative actors, sistering projects and citizens.  
Strategy focused mainly on images and close language in order to attractStrategy focused mainly on images and close language in order to attract  
audience,audience,    use of tags to spread among related stakeholders.use of tags to spread among related stakeholders.  

Twitter. Twitter. Main target groups: EU Policy Makers, cities, research andMain target groups: EU Policy Makers, cities, research and  
educational institutions, cultural associations and institutions, professionalseducational institutions, cultural associations and institutions, professionals  
and citizens. Strategy focused on images and content sharing.and citizens. Strategy focused on images and content sharing.  

LinkedinLinkedin: Target groups: EU policy makers, investment funds, research and: Target groups: EU policy makers, investment funds, research and  
educational institutions, consulting companies, enterprises andeducational institutions, consulting companies, enterprises and  
professionals. Strategy focused on content sharing and network building.professionals. Strategy focused on content sharing and network building.

Instagram: Instagram: Main target groups:Main target groups:    cultural and creative actors, sisteringcultural and creative actors, sistering  
projects, social innovation and urbanism practitioners, design and socialprojects, social innovation and urbanism practitioners, design and social  
entrepreneurship, and citizens. Strategy focused mainly on images andentrepreneurship, and citizens. Strategy focused mainly on images and  
close language in order to attract audience, use of tags to spread amongclose language in order to attract audience, use of tags to spread among  
related stakeholders.related stakeholders.  

Youtube. Youtube. Main target groups: EU policy makers, cultural and creativeMain target groups: EU policy makers, cultural and creative  
actors, research and educational institutions. Strategy focused on sharingactors, research and educational institutions. Strategy focused on sharing  
content and create a public video archive.content and create a public video archive.

Social media channels are used with the aim of sharing the insights,Social media channels are used with the aim of sharing the insights,  
knowledge, tools and news produced within the project, so as to support theknowledge, tools and news produced within the project, so as to support the  
spread of temporary use practices and related knowledge across a widerspread of temporary use practices and related knowledge across a wider  
public.public.  

As T-Factor communication strategy includes highly heterogeneous targetAs T-Factor communication strategy includes highly heterogeneous target  
groups, we use different social network channels in order to reach ourgroups, we use different social network channels in order to reach our  
potential audience.potential audience.  

Performance & Challenges: Performance & Challenges: During the period of reference, we achieved anDuring the period of reference, we achieved an
increase on main social media KPI:increase on main social media KPI:    567 new followers, a growth of 88% in567 new followers, a growth of 88% in  
Impressions, and a growth of 118% in Interactions Impressions, and a growth of 118% in Interactions (see Table 2). Our main(see Table 2). Our main  
challenge is to increase the growth of followers to achieve a larger audience.challenge is to increase the growth of followers to achieve a larger audience.

Social MediaSocial Media

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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Pilots MicrositesPilots Microsites

A short introduction about T-Factor pilot and the 
urban regeneration plan that is taking place in 
each city.

News section.

A timeline that shows the main phases of the T- 
Factor's meanwhile intervention in each pilot 
context. 

The local pilot team (organisations and people 
involved).

Pilots' specific websites dedicated to spread T-Factor 
within the local contexts targeted by meanwhile 
interventions. 

The pilots microsites serve as a communication tool 
for the local pilots' teams to share their own news and 
updates, with a more targeted approach. 

The pilots sites include:

Each website is in the local language, managed 
directly by the pilots' team and aimed at better 
serving local communication needs and 
requirements. The goal is for each pilot to have their 
own channel to reach their local networks and 
targeted audiences, that may differ from those of the 
general T-Factor Website.

Performance & Challenges: This current period was 
focused on launching the pilots' websites and training 
the Local Coalitions to manage them in an 
independent way, yet with ongoing assistance from 
the central communication team of T-Factor. The 
following objective is to start spreading the website 
among local audiences and support the spread of the 
content created over time. 
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NewsletterNewsletter

T-Factor Newsletter is a tool to reach targeted persons and organizations specially 
interested in the transformative potential of temporary use. 
Although the initial plan was to send 3 newsletters per year, the increasing 
activity within the project in terms of events, calls and publication of content has 
allowed us to increase the frequency to 1  newsletter sent every 2 months, 
including specific newsletters aimed at reinforcing engagement around 
important milestones such as conferences or publications. 

We also use this communication channel to disseminate content of interest and 
announcements among the local coalition through an internal newsletter, with 3 
publications in the period M19-M28.

We understand the Newsletter as a tool with a much smaller audience compared 
to social media but that allows reaching targets with specific interest in 
temporary urban planning, being especially useful for calls for sectorial events.

Performance & Challenges:  During current period we increased the newsletter 
publications and subscribers. Nevertheless,  the subscriber growth has been 
slower than expected and shows the need to spread this communication channel 
to a greater extent.

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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Press Releases & MediaPress Releases & Media

The media strategy of M19-M28 period has been focused on reaching a 
broader impact in national and local general media through the 
dissemination of activities related to pilots and the organization of 
international events. To achieve it, the strategy has been based on the use
of T-Factor communication channels, partners' social media and contacts 
with the local ecosystems of each local coalition.

During this period we achieved a substantial increase in the coverage of 
the activities launched by pilots, as this kind of initiatives, open to the 
participation of citizens and sectorial targets (such as universities, students 
and cultural associations) arouse bigger interest among mainstream 
media. We expect this impact to keep growing as the pilots' and T-Labs 
activities and events will increase during next periods.

It is especially worth mentioning the impact of the international event 
Many Possible Cities, a festival dedicated to urban regeneration and 
partnered by T-Factor. The event caught the attention from both national 
and local media, with a coverage of 3 mentions in radio, 2 national press 
agencies, 5 mentions in local tv and 8 mentions in different local 
newspapers.

Performance & Challenges: Compared to previous period, T-Factor project 
has achieved a remarkable increase in media impact, with 21 mentions in 
national media (+7 compared to previous period), including national tv 
and radio, as well as  28 mentions in local media (see Table 1).  

During this period, 1 press release was launched.  The coverage has been 
mainly achieved through traditional media such as local press and social 
media.  The intention is to take advantage of the media's attention at key 
moments, as the presentation of results or calls that may especially arouse 
media interest, also providing visual content and tangible results for a 
general public.

15



Channel Public Indicator Target Final indicator
M1-M18 Period 

(18 months)
M19-M28 Period 

(10 months)
Progress

Central Website General
Visitors
Duration

300K
2mins

Users
Page views
Duration

7.930 (440 per month)
26.900 (1495 per month)
1:58

6.066 (607 per month)
22.449 (2.245 per month)
2:37

We have increased the rate
of growth regarding users,
and specially regarding time
spent on the website, in this
case surpassing the initial
goal.

T-Factor
Social 

Networks
General

Followers
Posts

2000
1/week

Global Reach
Interactions
Followers
Nº posts

59.890
6.015
423
96

62.614
7.033
990 (aggregated, +567 compared to previous period)
195

We have increased figures in
all KPIs. More than twice as
many followers have been
achieved in these 10 months,
obtaining almost half of the
objective for the full project.
The rhythm of publications
has accelerated, reaching
almost 5 posts per week on
average.

Press Releases
Media

General
Nº press
releases

27

Mentions in national
media
Mentions in blogs &
corporate sites

12 national press
31 blogs & corporate sites
2 Press releases

13 national press
4 national news agencies
2 national TV
2 national Radio
18 blogs & corporate sites
1 press release

Media coverage is one of the
hits of this period, achieving
+ 9 mentions in national
media compared to previous
period.

Newsletters General
Nº of NL
Nº suscriptors

3 x year
3K

Nº of NL
Subscribers
Opening rate

1 NL
240 
52,5%

6 NL (+ 3 internal)
364 (aggretaged, + 124 compared to previous
period)
44% 

In response to increased
activity in the project, we
have augmented the nº of
newsletters sent compared
to initial objectives, and we
achieved a 50% growth in
subscriptions. As the
number of subscriptions
grow, the opening rate
decreases, but still well
above average*

Pilots' websites Local
Nº visitors
Duration

Users
Page views
Duration

Not launched yet Not enough data yet

| 1.4 KEY COMMUNICATION ACHIEVEMENTS| 1.4 KEY COMMUNICATION ACHIEVEMENTS

Table 1Table 1

*The global average in opening rate according to Mailchimp is 21%  https://mailchimp.com/resources/email-marketing-benchmarks/
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Channel Public Indicator Target Final indicator
M1-M18 Period 

(18 months)
M19-M28 Period 

(10 months)
Progress

Pilots' social
networks

Local
Followers
Posts
(aggregated)

10K
2 x week

Combined mentions
from all partner’s social
media accounts:

125 Posts
80.861 Impressions
5.492 Interactions

203 Posts
118.633 Impressions
35.040 Interactions

We have increased figures in
all KPIs. The publishing rate
of content mentioning T-
Factor on partners’ social
networks has been 5 per
week on average during this
period.

Local Media Local Appearances
6 x pilot
10 general
level

Mentions in local media 1 mention in local radio
28 mentions in local media
4 mentions in local radio
5 mentions in local TV

Impact in local media has
been remarkable during this
period as we achieved +37
mentions in local media
compared to previous
period.

Leaflets, brochures,
local newsletters

General
Nº
stakeholders

10K Nº stakeholders
Not under tracking
during this reporting
period

Not under tracking during this reporting period

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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Social Media KPIsSocial Media KPIs

Social Media Impact HighlightsSocial Media Impact Highlights

Twitter: +47 Followers, 15% growth in reach,  105% growth in interaction.

Facebook: +69 Followers, 18% growth in reach,  33% decrease in interaction*.

Instagram: +202 Followers, 1.120% growth in reach, 745% growth in interaction.

Youtube:  +4 Followers, 100% growth in reach.

Linkedin: Not active in previous period. 246 followers, 14K impressions and 800 interactions during period.

+ 567 Followers

88% Impressions growth

118% Interactions growth

Compared to previous period, during M19-M28 period there has been a general increase of social media impact in almost all the monitored KPIs of all
T-Factor social networks:

T-Factor social media accounts growth during M19-M28 (compared to M1-M18 period):

*This decrease may be related to the general drop in users and interaction on Facebook in recent months, since the evolution of the rest of the social networks has been positive.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/roberthart/2022/02/03/facebook-loses-daily-active-users-for-the-first-time--heres-where-theyre-going

Table 2
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KEY DISSEMINATION OBJECTIVES FOR THE PERIOD 

| 2.1 DISSEMINATION | 2.1 DISSEMINATION   
OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES

The T-Factor project deploys its dissemination plan as a strategic 
tool to steer the innovation potential of temporary use and 
meanwhile urbanism in the public and private agendas. 
Dissemination in T-Factor shall ensure that the project’s results 
reach the targeted audiences in an effective and timely way, so 
as to sustain the envisaged exploitation paths, and create 
additional opportunities for engagement and exploitation.  T- 
Factor addresses a variety of actors and stakeholders at different 
geographical scales: the main challenge is thus to ensure that 
we effectively reach each of them with tailored messages and 
appropriate channels.

The dissemination plan for the M19-M28 period has been mainly 
structured around three different paths: organising our own T- 
factor events, contribution to publications and media coverage 
around temporary use and participating in external events. 

The goal was to build expectations around the opportunities in 
this emerging field, share research insights and organise public 
events with relevant stakeholders. During this period, research 
and innovation outcomes started gaining traction and the local 
pilots began their own local strategies, reaching a wider 
dissemination of the project among different targeted groups.

Dissemination objectives are articulated and pursued according 
to the following main phases:

Make ‘noise’ and instil curiosity: in this period, our dissemination 
strategy has been mainly developed in close relation with
communication, spreading the key messages of T-Factor, 
providing basic information about it, and establishing synergies 
and contacts with relevant external projects and initiatives.

Engage and support wide participation: this phase goes hand in 

hand with the development of the pilots and - at the time of writing this 
report - has just started. It will target a broad audience, with the overall 
goal to sustain engagement and interaction at the pilots’ level, while 
contributing to the growth of the T-Factor’s Community.

Sustain impact: this phase starts at the beginning of the third year and 
proceeds until the end of the project, keeping focus on the widespread 
dissemination of major project deliverables, facilitating knowledge 
transfer and pinpointing exploitation and sustainability paths.

Exploit towards sustainability: lastly, this phase begins in the fourth 
year, to explore opportunities for follow up and channel them into 
concrete sustainability plans, focussing on city mayors and officials, 
developers, regeneration practitioners and investors. Key attention will 
be dedicated to the creation of an international think tank specialized in 
transformative waiting times driven by heritage, culture and creativity.

To timely diffuse the knowledge and opportunities generated by the
project within and beyond our consortium

To establish liaisons with other projects and initiatives for knowledge and 
innovation transfer

To engage the targeted audiences to get feedback, validate and ensure 
broad applicability of the project results

To attract potential adopters, foster concrete adoption of the project’s 
outcomes, and stimulate the stakeholders to follow up on the
envisaged exploitation plans and to open new ones

To encourage the development of further outcomes in new initiatives

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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T-Factor
Dissemination

Plan

Phase 2: Engage and support wide
participation

M1-M18 Period
Achievements

M19-M28 Period
Achievements

Progress

Presentations in
external events

(local and
international)

Project's results presentation 
Impact: Knowledge exchange with
relevant communities

11 EU and
international
events 

7 EU and
International
events  and 6 local
and regional events

There has been an increase in the
presence of T-Factor at EU and
international events, as well as in local
events where we could spread the
project and foster the knowledge
exchange among communities, with
more than 1 per month on average
during this period.

Own workshops
and small-scale

events

Thematic workshops organized in pilot
sites Workshops and events to share
results and knowledge Impact: Wide
outreach and dissemination of results,
validation of project’s concept and
methodology, new collaborations at 
 local and international level.

Does not apply in
this period

8 EU and
International own
events and 9 local
Own events

Launch of project level international
and EU events and pilots scale
workshops with 17 events during 10
months.

Community
building and
stakeholder

engagement

Webinars and co-created online events. 
 Interaction with target-groups, 
 communities and networks. Impact:
Wide engagement and active
contribution to local city-making actors,
creation of a community of interest,
validation of project’s concept and
methodology, new collaborations. 

2 online webinars 
1 co-created online
event.

2 online webinars 
1 co-created online
event.

We increased the rate of online
webinars and online events during this
period, creating connections with
targeted communities and
stakeholders

| 2.2 KEY DISSEMINATION| 2.2 KEY DISSEMINATION    ACHIEVEMENTSACHIEVEMENTS

Table 3
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T-Factor
Disseminati

on Plan

Phase 2: Engage and support wide
participation

M1-M18 Period
Achievements

M19-M28 Period
Achievements

Progress

Media articles
and Scientific
Publications

Impact: validation of project’s concept
and methodology, promotion of results
in scientific communities, new scientific
collaborations.

8 national press 
2 publications 
3 papers submitted for
international
conferences 
1 New European
Bauhaus contribution 
8 videos published

11 national press
4 scientific papers and
publications 
13 videos published

There has been an increase
in the promotion of T-Factor
activities and results in
general media as well as in
scientific communities
during this period.

Covenant of
cities

Transnational networking Impact:
increased awareness on the project’s
key topics, creation of a community of
interest around our CoP, validation of
the project's concept and methodology,
new collaborations.

Does not apply in this
period 

+1.200 participants in
workshops/seminars/confere
nces organized by T-Factor
27 representatives of
municipalities and public
companies including 2
deputy mayors.
 10 EU case studies in
temporary urbanism.

Through workshops and
events organized by T-
Factor, more than 1200
people have become part of
the community of interest
around the project’s key
topics during this period,
increasing the knowledge
exchange and the
awareness regarding
temporary urbanism.
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T-Factor
Disseminati

on Plan

Phase 2: Engage and support wide
participation

M1-M18 Period
Achievements

M19-M28 Period
Achievements

Progress

Internal
disseminatio
n in Partners’

networks

Links and news in partners and
associates’ websites, social media and
Newsletters. Impact: wide outreach of
project’s results, new collaborations,
validation of project’s concept and
methodology.

14 mentions in digital
media and corporate
sites 

19 mentions in blogs &
corporate sites.

There has been an increase
of T-Factor mentions in
blogs and corporate sites,
with more than double the
number of mentions per
month on average
compared to the previous
period.

T-Factor’s
Roadshow

Impact: wide outreach of project’s
results, new collaborations, further
validation of project’s concept and
methodology

Does not apply in this
period

Does not apply in this period

International
Conferences

Impact: wide outreach of project’s
results, new collaborations, validation of
project’s method and results

Does not apply in this
period

Does not apply in this period

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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2.3 T-FACTOR EVENTS2.3 T-FACTOR EVENTS

Regenerating Cities for the Post Pandemic, what counts for transformative impact?
March 2, 2022.
Online webinar co-organized by Horizon 2020 projects T-Factor, Centrinno and Hub-In. Webinar focused on exploring
new ways of practicing urban regeneration.
16 speakers, with the participation of the European Commission and OECD, and the presentation of the EU Projects CLIC,
Open Heritage, Reflow, T-Factor, Centrinno and Hub-In. The webinar is available online at T-Factor Youtube Channel.

148 registrations (35% Scientific Community, 22% Policy Makers)

Many Possible Cities
In Presence. May 9-11, 2022.

Many Possible Cities is an annual festival dedicated to urban regeneration, and organized by Manifattura Tabacchi
Firenze, one of T-Factor’s Advanced Cases. T-Factor was one of the partners of the festival and participated in several
talks and workshops, focused on temporary uses strategies and tools for urban transformation. The festival was selected
as side event of New European Bauhaus Festival 2022.

Organized by Manifattura Tabacchi Firenze.
More than 600 participants.

Selection of events organised by T-Factor focused on different target groups.

Fundraising strategies for culture and creativity-led placemaking
June 28, 2022, online.

As part of the programme of training and capacity-building T-Factor Series, the Scuola di Fundraising di Roma led this
webinar aimed at focused on exploring fundraising strategies, approaches and tools for the retrieval of financial
resources in the cultural sector. Private event by invitation. The webinar is available online at T-Factor Youtube Channel.

23 attendants (43% Scientific Community, 22% Policy Makers, 13% Industry).
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2.4 T-FACTOR EVENTS2.4 T-FACTOR EVENTS

T-Action at Amsterdam Science Park - Building for Beasts
In Presence workshop. June 21 and 22, 2022.

Amsterdam Science Park and Waag holded two days of talks and workshops to explore the different aspects of animal-
based design, co-organized by T-Lab 4 and T-Lab 5, with the support of T-Lab 3. The event, organized within Amsterdam
Pilot, included talks and discussion panels around “Nature based solutions”, and a workshop in practices for renaturing
the cities.

Organized by Waag, LAND, Futuribile, Aalborg University
35 attendants

Selection of events organised by T-Factor focused on different target groups.

Zorrotzaurre Innovation Jam
In presence. May 26 and 27, 2022. 

As a kick-start of the learning modules launched within Bilbao’s Pilot, we brought together university professors, local
grassroots and international members of T-Factor to start the co-designing of the learning programs.
With the involvement of T-Factor T-Labs 7, 5 & 4.

Organized by Bilbao Ekintza, Tecnalia, Espacio Open, UOC, LAND, ANCI Toscana, TUDO, UAL.
30 attendants.

Wild Food Lab Workshop
In Presence. April 30, 2022.

In the occasion of the “PRIMA VERA MIND”, the first general opening to the public of MIND – Milano Innovation District,
the Local Coalition of T- Factor organised a workshop on the use of wild ingredients, carried out by the Wood*ing Wild
Food Lab, a research and experimentation laboratory in Milan. The main objective of the workshop was to bring people
closer to one of the meanwhile activities that T-Factor will carry out in the next months, regarding Nature, Sustainability
and Health.

Organized by PlusValue, Politecnico di Milano, LAND and University of Milan. 
70 attendants
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Slam Poetry Trafaria
In Presence. June 18-26, 2022.

As part of T-Factor local pilot, Universidade Nova de Lisboa organized the 2nd edition of Slam Poetry Trafaria Festival. The
event, open to any person willing to participate, included classes in slam poetry, performances and a contest with prices
for the best Slam Poets, with the aim of creating engagement with the local community and bring awareness to T-
Factor’s local pilot in Trafaria.

Organized by the Institute of Arts and Technology of Universidade NOVA de Lisboa. 
100 attendants

“Extremely Vast and Incredibly Close Future” workshop
In Presence. 

The “Extremely Vast and Incredibly Close Future” workshop invited inhabitants of Aleksotas and Kaunas to imagine
together how to use the site of the ancient military base that soon will host the Aleksotas Innovation Park (AIIP).
Afterwards, the workshop data was used by KTU to design multiple digital models of the area that will illustrate the ideas
that emerged and make it possible to integrate them in regeneration plans.

Organized by Futuribile, KTU Design Centre and Design Library.

https://www.instagram.com/universidade_nova_lisboa/


| Media Impact Case

MANY 
POSSIBLE 

CITIES
 

Florence, 9-11 of May, 
2022

+600 participants

Annual Festival dedicated to urban regeneration, 
organised at Manifattura Tabacchi Firenze, one of 

the Advanced Cases of T-Factor. The 2022 edition was 
organised in close collaboration with T-Factor, and 

selected as side event of the New European Bauhaus 
Festival.

 
https://www.manifatturatabacchi.com/en/eventi/ma 

ny-possible-cities-reboot-ivedition/
 

La Nazione,
Il Corriere Fiorentino

(regional newspaper)

+40 international experts

+30 talks and workshops

wide coverage in local 
press, radios and TVs

RTV 38
(regional TV channel)

ONLINE:
http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/news.aspx?n=356498

https://www.controradio.it/le-citta-del-futuro-alla-manifattura-tabacchi-dal-9-all11-giugno-torna-many-possible-cities/
https://ilreporter.it/sezioni/eventi/many-possible-cities-2022-manifattura-tabacchi-firenze/

https://www.intoscana.it/it/articolo/many-possible-cities-reboot-a-manifattura-tabacchi-si-ripensa-la-citta-del-futuro/
https://www.theflorentine.net/best-events-in-florence-this-week/

https://portalegiovani.comune.fi.it/pogio/webzine_publish/arte_dettaglio.php?ID_REC=42610
https://www.gogofirenze.it/many-possible-cities-2022.html

https://www.055firenze.it/art/213843/Firenze-alla-Manifattura-Tabacchi-Many-Possible-Cities-festival-sulla-rigenerazione-urbana
https://www.lungarnofirenze.it/2022/06/many-possible-cities-reboot-come-riavviare-il-sistema-operativo-delle-citta/

https://www.ilsitodifirenze.it/content/828-manifattura-tabacchi-da-oggi-all11-giugno-many-possible-cities-reboot-il-festival-dedica
https://ilreporter.it/sezioni/eventi/weekend-firenze/cosa-fare-firenze-eventi-11-12-giugno-2022/

http://met.cittametropolitana.fi.it/news.aspx?n=356533
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| Media Impact Case

MANY POSSIBLE CITIES
 

T-Factor seminar on 
Policies for citymaking

 

May 9, 2022

+100 local decision makers

Special T-Factor event dedicated to the topic of 
policies and regulations for temporary uses. 

Speakers: ANCI Toscana General Director, Vice-Mayor 
of the Municipality of Prato, Vice-Mayor of the 

Municipality of Florence, Urban Planning Director of 
the Tuscany Region, Councillor for planning, 

infrastructure, mobility and territorial government of 
the Tuscany Region, Director of participation policies, 

communication and relations with the city 
Municipality of Reggio Emilia, Head of Urban Quality 

Service and Housing Policies Emilia-Romagna 
Region.

 
 

3 regulatory frameworks for 
temporary uses explored in 
depth

8 speakers from 4 cities and 2 
Regions 
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| Media Impact Case

ENABLING 
REGULATION FOR 
TEMPORARY USES

 
Online, 6 of May, 2022

+80 participants

The Workshop brought together experts from 
different European Cities to investigate which 

instruments, processes and understandings of the 
possibilities of the ‘meanwhile’ help to foster the 

positive effects of temporary urbanism. 
 

The objective was to disseminate knowledge and 
tools to enabling temporary use regulation, bringing 

together experts, case studies and municipalities 
that have already made substantial steps in the 
regulation of meanwhile uses of urban spaces.

 
 

4.700 impressions.

Representatives from the 
cities of Ghent, Nantes, 
Bremen, Heidelberg, 
Jena, Bologna, 
Mönchengladbach.

Experts from:

Federal Institute for Research on Building,
Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (BBSR),
Bonn Germany.
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany.
Economic Development Agency Dortmund. 
Landscape Architecture and Planning division,
University of Copenhagen.
RWTH Aachen University.
Communa Belgium. 
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2.4 PRESENTATIONS IN EU AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS2.4 PRESENTATIONS IN EU AND INTERNATIONAL EVENTS  

Innovation Next Door, May 27 and 28 2022. Dortmund European Capital of Innovation 2021 organized 
#InnovationNextDoor Workshop to share experience in developing sustainable neighborhoods and 
innovative urban areas. The european project T-Factor was one of the good practices presented in the 
workshop as an example of how new urban regeneration approaches can respond to complexity, 
rapid change and new social needs of cities and communities.

World Urban Forum, On June 29, T-Factor participated  in  the session Just, Productive, Creative 
and Climate-Neutral cities: R&I approaches towards sustainable urban transformation, within the 
World Urban Forum, the premier global conference on sustainable urbanization. The session was 
organised in cooperation with both the Directorate General for Research and Innovation (DG R&I) 
and the European Research Executive Agency (REA) of the European Commission.

Design Week Milan,  As part of Milan Design Week 2022, “Urban Living, a window onto the 
Decumanus of MIND” event took place from June 9 to 12 in Milan, organized by LAND together 
with Migliore+Servetto Architects for Lendlease, with the support of T-Factor.  T-Factor local pilot of 
Milan was presented as a case study on temporary urbanism with the conference  “Meanwhile uses 
at MIND”. 

Industrial (R)Evolution, July 4, 2022. A collaborative one-day symposium hosted by Monash University, 
Melbourne and University of the Arts London. This symposium explored how the regeneration of 
industrial areas can generate public value and inclusive economies, with the participation of 
practitioners and researchers from London, Melbourne and Florence. Manifattura Tabacchi, one of the 
Advanced Cases of T-Factor, was presented as an example of temporary use of spaces by T-Factor 
partner LAMA.

Selection of presentations in external events focused on different target groups
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Hadas Zohar, Luca Simeone, Nicola Morelli
Aalborg University
Presented at the International Academic Design Management Conference, 
Toronto, August 3 and 4, 2022

Theory of Change was created as a logic planning model to explore and 
represent a potential change in a way that reflects a complex and systemic 
understanding of development. Even though it is a familiar tool in the 
context of community initiatives and philanthropic projects, Theory of 
Change is under-applied in design as a problem-solving practice and 
underexplored within design research. Design projects that are looking for 
more comprehensive ways of negotiating change can greatly benefit from it 
to inform a deep understanding of the dynamics of change. This paper 
focuses on how a design approach to Theory of Change can support 
participatory visual mapping, thus creating some enabling conditions 
towards transformation in cities, namely: facilitating more granular 
communication, suggesting a multifaceted and systemic perspective, 
helping to navigate complexity by creating shared mental models among 
stakeholders, fostering thinking through different temporalities, and 
boosting creativity. 

This paper investigates the particular case of T-Factor, an urban 
transformation project funded by the European Commission and particularly 
geared towards the design of ‘meanwhile activities’. By ‘meanwhile activities’, 
we mean activities that are taking place in vacant buildings, plots and 
unused spaces in order to build shared public value and rewire the social, 
cultural and economic fabrics of the areas under regeneration (definition 
taken from www.t-factor.eu). As a case study, this project allowed the 
identification of key insights through the investigation of a number of 
examples and the elaboration of theory building processes.

2.5 SCIENTIFIC PAPERS,2.5 SCIENTIFIC PAPERS,  
PUBLICATIONS & CONFERENCESPUBLICATIONS & CONFERENCES  

Using Theory of Change to supportUsing Theory of Change to support  
participatory visual mapping in urbanparticipatory visual mapping in urban  
transformation projects / Toronto (Canada),transformation projects / Toronto (Canada),  
July 2022July 2022

Leadership trajectories: a collectivelyLeadership trajectories: a collectively  
oriented re-framing for temporaryoriented re-framing for temporary  
urbanism/ Milan (Italy), August 2022urbanism/ Milan (Italy), August 2022

Alejandra Castro
TU Dortmund University
Presented at the European Urban Research Association, Milan, August 2022

In the possible trajectories towards the regeneration of urban futures, 
temporary uses in the built environment serve as entry points that bring 
together material and social potential. This contribution makes use of 
temporary use initiatives in Dortmund, Germany, to highlight collective 
forms of regeneration. These offer models of experimentation and flexibility 
that feed into antifragile approaches to planning (Blecic and Cecchini 2019). 
In pushing to understand these initiatives as more than simple outcomes 
that combine vacant spaces with social resourcefulness, we first follow their 
delineation through adaptability and activation (Andres and Kraftl 2021), in 
order to unpack more complex evolutions of leadership that steer these 
paths of innovation. In pursuing this leadership-oriented study of temporary 
urbanism, however, this contribution defers from conventional 
considerations of leadership through roles and responsibilities, and take on 
an ontological re-framing of leadership through temporary uses that is 
positioned through collectively oriented qualities of direction, alignment, and 
commitment (Drath, McCauley et al. 2008). Illustrations from temporary use 
case studies deployed in the formal and master planned regeneration of the 
Union Quarter in Dortmund, help us untangle the evolving modes of 
leadership that transcend through unplanned and temporary uses. Three 
cases illuminate the practices and values, which public administrations and 
communities might orchestrate or steer to develop new and antifragile 
rhythms. Specifically, this contribution highlights points of opportunities that 
surface through temporary uses; these helps build capacity for collective 
leadership. As well, the re-framing for leadership in this contribution 
concerns itself with uncovering opportunism that dichotomise the often 
celebrated but chronopolitical contentions facilitated through temporary 
urbanism. 
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Collaborative Governance Models for DistrictCollaborative Governance Models for District  
ManagementManagement

Life Science OpenHub: An exploratory studyLife Science OpenHub: An exploratory study  
on Open Innovation Platforms, Labs andon Open Innovation Platforms, Labs and  
EcosystemsEcosystems

InnoLab Bilbao (Bilbao, Spain)
Associació Hac Te – Hub d’Art, Ciència i Tecnologia (Barcelona, Spain)
IBBTEC OPENLAB (Cantabria, Spain)
Healthcare Living Lab Catalonia (Barcelona, Spain)
ZORGLAB AALST (Aalst, Belgium)
Oxy.gen at OpenZone (Bresso, Italy)
IRBM Science Park (Pomezia, Italy)
COMO NEXT Innovation Hub (Como, Italy)
BIO Industry Park (Torino, Italy)
Heidelberg Innovation Park (Heidelberg, Germany)

Jorge Garcia, Tatiana Bartolomé, Tecnalia

The aim of the report is to support the design of a Life Science Open Lab in 
MIND by bringing together the interests of all Local Coalition Members and 
analysing best practices around Europe on Open Innovation Ecosystems in 
health/healthcare, life science, biology and bio-hacking, neuroscience. To this 
end 10 cases are analysed, focusing on thematic impact, stakeholder 
engagement, business model, openness, type of projects and partnership 
aspects.

Case studies analysed:

 

Alejandra Castro, Eva Wascher, TU Dortmund University

Many cities all over the world have established collaborative district
and neighbourhood management models with a large variety in 
organisational and legal models as well as the missions and 
inclusiveness of actors involved. In essence, collaborative governance 
supports the cooperation of different actors from public bodies, 
research, business and civil society, so that at best, new communities 
of shared responsibilities can be defined and joint action can be 
agreed on to tackle problems and to solve them locally on the level of 
the neighbourhood. Collaborative governance arrangements in 
urban development touch upon topics such as co-production, 
governance mechanisms for stakeholder coordination, district 
management & joint urban planning.

This report is the result of a T-Lab activity within T-Lab 6 – Social 
Innovation and Social Inclusion, led by partners from TU Dortmund 
University, Germany. It presents an explorative case study collection 
about collaborative governance models for district management. The 
aim of the report is to foster a critical discussion about possible 
outlines of a collaborative governance model for Zorrotzaurre, Bilbao 
—one of the pilot sites of the T-Factor project. Work has been carried 
out in cooperation with T-Factor’s Local Coalition in Bilbao.
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Forthcoming:Forthcoming:

Simeone, L., Drabble, D., Morelli, N., de Götzen, A. (Eds.) (2023 
– IN PRESS) Strategic Thinking, Design and the Theory of 
Change: A Framework for Designing Impactful and 
Transformational Social Interventions. Cheltenham, Edward 
Elgar Publishing.

Martelloni, L., De Somer, I., Wagemans, M. (2023 – IN PRESS)
Capturing the ‘Additionality’ of Temporary Use in Urban 
Regeneration. A Narrative and Multi-level Theory of Change 
for Participatory Urban Futures. In L. Simeone et al. (Eds.) 
Strategic Thinking, Design and the Theory of Change: A 
Framework for Designing Impactful and Transformational 
Social Interventions. Cheltenham, Edward Elgar Publishing.
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2.6 SISTERING, CLUSTERING & CROSS-PROJECTS ACTIVITIES2.6 SISTERING, CLUSTERING & CROSS-PROJECTS ACTIVITIES  

Business and financing models for Tomorrow’s heritage

Regenerating cities for the post pandemic

Seeking synergies and collaborations with relevant Horizon and EU projects has been part of our dissemination strategy from the very beginning. 
Following the guidance and through the facilitation of the related EU officers, a working group was created at the beginning of the project
involving several representatives (mainly Project Coordinators, Project Managers and Dissemination Leads) from the T-Factor, CENTRINNO, and 
HUB-IN projects, all funded under the SC5-20 Topic. The first meeting of the working group was held in December 2020, in order to discuss the 
work and start defining a common Action Plan. On average, the working group has met monthly.

Within the first period of T-Factor project, the key achievements in the sistering activities were the production of a common Manifesto and Action 
Plan, delivered in April 2021 (D8.2 Clustering Action Plan), and the organisation of a joint workshop in late April 2021.

During M18-M29 period, key achievements in the sistering activities have been the co-organization of the events Business and financing models 
for Tomorrow’s heritage, as part of of the New European Bauhaus Festival 2022, and Regenerating cities for the post pandemic:

June 9, 2022. Online.
Webinar organized by T-Factor, HUB-In and CENTRINNO, within the program of the New European Bauhaus Festival 2022 and focused on
inclusive and sustainable urban regeneration processes in underused heritage areas. The meeting, structured as an online talk, gathered
three different approaches to business models and financing systems, presented by the three sister Horizon 2020 projects. Conclusions
and video of the webinar.

March 2, 2022. Online
Webinar organized by T-Factor, HUB-In and CENTRINNO. In the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic and the context of climate
breakdown in which we live, urban regeneration requires new and bold approaches to the way we reboot our cities and we think through
and for transformative impact. This webinar, which gathered together policy experts from the European Commission and OECD as well as
practitioners from different EU projects, discussed key challenges and opportunities for sustainable and inclusive urban transformations,
and further showcased different approaches to impact measurement in this field. Conclusions and video of the webinar.

A specific mention can also be made for the collaboration between T-Factor and the Erasmus + Eureka Project. This is a Knowledge
Alliance started in November 2020, whose goal is to to design an innovative training that bridges practice with theory and addresses
current challenges of urban regeneration. Some of the T-Factor partners are also involved in Eureka, and the research work made in the
Local pilots is being used as a key element in the training of a dozen Urban Innovators candidates selected to participate in the Bilbao
cluster.

Eureka, training  urban innovators in Europe
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As mentioned above, T-Factor has established collaborations with the Erasmus+ Eureka project. This collaboration can turn out to be key 
when it comes to new curricula and learning methods that prepare the next generation of urban innovators. Training prototypes and 
workshops delivered by Eureka may find in some of the T-Factor’s pilots the proper ‘labs’ where to test them and assess their relevance 
against existing urban challenges.

Clustering and sistering activities with HUB-IN and CENTRINNO offer the opportunity to exchange tools, methods and approaches to the 
regeneration of urban settings, while feeding outreach to a large number of cities across Europe. Moreover, joint events to be organised are meant 
towards the identification of new policy measures that can foster the innovations tested by the three projects.

The T-Factor project has established relationships with the Social Temporary Use Network, which wishes to gather all practitioners in the meanwhile use 
field with social perspective at the European level. Exploitation paths that can emerge from this strategic collaboration are many, including in terms of 
giving more visibility to temporary uses with social impact, creating opportunities of work and experimentation for meanwhile practitioners across 
Europe (especially by relying on this platform to access specific expertise and knowledge that might not be available within the T-Factor’s consortium), 
but also to jointly develop tools and methods for meanwhile uses.

Lastly, T-Factor is involved since the beginning in the discourse around the New European Bauhaus Initiative, a participation that has been materialized 
in several forms. T-Factor was presented at the event LIFE in The New European Bauhaus on November 16, 2022;  co-wrote the article Tomorrow’s 
Heritage in collaboration with the Horizon 2020 European projects HUB-IN and CENTRINNO as a contribution to the NEB co-design process and in June 
2022 organized together with Hub-In and CENTRINNO a webinar as part of the first New European Bauhaus Festival.

T-Factor -D8.5 Outreach Report v2.0
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Florence Deputy mayor Cecilia Del Re, who opened the T-Factor consortium 
meeting at Manifattura Tabacchi, highlighting the potential of temporary uses 
for the regeneration of cities.

The support of CR Firenze Foundation, a banking non-profit organisation, to the 
festival Many Possible Cities. The general director of Cr Firenze Foundation 
underlined the importance of talking about the futures of the cities and urban 
regeneration.

T-Factor partner Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC) is leading the innovative 
project ASD Publics: activating spaces with neurodivergent publics, an initiative 
aimed at providing new solutions to create more inclusive urban spaces for 
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and their families. The Barcelona 
City Council, the Global Institute of Neurodevelopment Integrated Care (IGAIN) 
and LEMUR urban emergency laboratory are also partners at the project, which 
is being funded by the European Union through The New European Bauhaus 
programme.

Within the digital manufacturing laboratory of Espacio Open, one of T-Factor's 
partners, a phase of the Symbiotic Spaces project has been developed, a german 
project that won one of the New European Bauhaus Prices 2022.  Symbiotic 
Spaces is a trans-disciplinary project to protect and increase urban wildlife, using 
open source 3D printing technology and local materials. This work is motivated 
by concerns about biodiversity and the relationship humans entertain with the 
creatures that keep our ecosystems alive.

The exploitation efforts on the research and innovation actions of  T-Factor will 
increase significantly in the following years, but valuable exploitation paths are 
already emerging. 

Participation of city officials and private sector foundations at T-Factor meetings 
and events related to temporary urbanism:

Also, T-Factor is involved since the beginning in the discourse around the New 
European Bauhaus Initiative, a participation that has been materialised in several 
forms:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd_3y8HMDRY

Florence deputy mayor Cecilia Del Re at T-Factor T-Camp.

https://prizes.new-european-bauhaus.eu/finalists/?s=1&c=347&p=303056
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Pushing temporary use in the urban agendas as a tool for positive action

The T-factor narrative enhancing the potential win-win situations that temporary 
use can achieve are also being included in the public agenda by public and private 
decision makers.

"In almost all of our cities, there are empty and abandoned spaces, usually former 
abandoned industrial areas: large black holes that can create situations of urban 
and social decay. In recent years, there has been a great project ferment for the 
recovery of these spaces, with a debate that involves the administrations and the 
citizens themselves. The goal is always to come up with a plan that heals the 
entire area, enriches the city and improves the lives of its inhabitants". 

Simone Gheri, director of ANCI Toscana, public body representing city councils of 
the italian region of Tuscany. Open tribune in La Nazione, 22/03/2022

Expertise transfer to City Council and public bodies.

The project has also served to connect public partners with new city innovations 
and approaches. in the Case of the City of Lodz, who participates actively as an 
advanced case, is reaching out to partners from Bilbao with expertise in Circular 
Economy markets as a mean to activate specific areas of the city. 

Lodz City council also includes specific mentions to T-factor and temporary use as 
a good practice in their anual city status reports.

Detecting good practices beyond the consortium.

In the following months the project will also give high visibility to good practices 
happening in other places in Europe where temporary use is gaining traction and 
creating new ecosystems for innovation and bottom-up city building. This will 
happen both with physical gatherings in european hotspots still to be determined 
and with new online tools such as the temporary use map, a collaborative tool that 
allows to detect and point at relevant experiences happening all over the 
continent. 

https://www.lanazione.it/firenze/cronaca/recuperare-i-buchi-
neri-delle-nostre-citta-1.7488447

https://bip.uml.lodz.pl/files/bip/public/BIP_AB_22/BS_raport_2021_
20220620.pdf
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Hits

Effective outreach contributing to awareness-raising about 
the project and the concepts linked to temporary urbanism 
among mainstream audiences, thanks to events organized 
and co-organized by T-Factor: 21 mentions in National 
media (+9 compared to previous period), including 2 
mentions in National TV and another 2 in National Radio, as 
well as 28 mentions in Local media (+27 compared to 
previous period).

General increase in the spread of T-Factor Project reaching 
new audiences through social media: + 567 followers (134% 
growth), 88% growth in Impressions and 118% growth in 
Interaction in T-Factor networks.

Increase of the dissemination of knowledge, initiatives and 
actions produced by the pilots and T-Factor project 
through partners' social media channels, thanks to a 
common effort to spread the outcomes. Increased 
synergies between partners and  with T-Factor central 
communication team partners: +78 posts mentioning T- 
Factor compared to previous period, achieving 160% growth 
in Impressions and +1.000% growth in Interactions.

Launch of the 6 pilots' websites, a new communication 
platform for the pilots to spread and communicate the 
activities organized by each local coalition.

The communication strategy is aligned with the needs of the 
project in terms of visibility and geographical reach, with both 
global and local approaches working in parallel collaboration 
and creating positive feedback loops within the project and 
with other EU initiatives. Achievements in the covered period 
include:

Increase the spreading of T-Factor project in specific target audiences 
through an increase of newsletter subscribers.

Increase of the spreading of T-Factor outcomes through a rise in users of 
T-Factor general website.

Foster the use of pilots websites as a local communication tool, mainly 
focused at boosting participation in pilots activities and spreading the 
project at local level.

Activation of the Toolbox, a curated collection of resources based on the 
6 regeneration initiatives of T-Factor, with the aim of sharing the 
knowledge, practices and tools generated during the project.

Further boost to synergies with EU projects and relevant initiatives, in 
sync with strategic directions defined by the Project Board. 

Following periods will benefit from upcoming local and EU-wide activities 
planned for the next months. An effort on content and activities that can 
help incarnate the project's narrative trough real stories and practical 
insights will also be pushed forward. In general terms we also keep 
targeting a number of challenges with specific actions: 

Spread of the project among specific target groups through 
sectorial events and workshops with a special focus of interest 
in municipalities and local public administrations. +900 
participants in workshops and events organized by T-Factor; 27 
EU municipalities and public companies directly reached, direct 
networking with 10 EU case studies in temporary urbanism.

Launch of the Temporary Use Map, a collaborative tool that 
visualizes initiatives of meanwhile urbanism, aimed at 
contributing to the systematization of temporary uses’ 
landscape across European cities.

Challenges
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| QUANTITATIVE DATA /  KPIs

6K Users
22.5K Page Views

47.5K impressions
959 interactions

40k impressions
5.6k interactions

24.8K impressions
1.3K interactions

66K impressions
32.2K interactions

2.6k impressions 364 subscribers
44% opening rate

21 mentions in National media
7 mentions in TV

6 mentions in Radio

Aggregated data from T-Factor Social Networks and Partners Social Networks.



| WEBSITE
 



| WEBSITE
 

Demographics and interests
 



| SOCIAL MEDIA
 

Facebook



| SOCIAL MEDIA
 

Twitter



| SOCIAL MEDIA
 

Instagram



| SOCIAL MEDIA
 

Linkedin



| MEDIA
 

13 National press
2 National TV
2 National Radio
4 National Press Agency
28 Local Media
18 Blogs & Corporate sites



| EVENTS
 

15 EU and International
events (7 external, 8 own
events)
2 New European Bauhaus
Festival events
2 sistering activities with
Horizon 2020 projects
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https://www.askanews.it/economia/2022/02/07/mind-riconosciuto-come-banco-di-prova-delle-citt%c3%a0-del-futuro-pn_20220207_00220/



http://www.imprese-lavoro.com/2022/02/07/mind-milano-innovation-district-tra-i-vincitori-del-bando-europeo-horizon-2020/



https://www.monitorimmobiliare.it/mind-vince-il-bando-horizon-2020-e-diventa-progetto-pilota-t-factor-in-italia_2022271813



https://www.requadro.com/mind-si-aggiudica-il-bando-europeo-horizon-2020



https://www.ilgiorno.it/milano/cronaca/mind-alla-ricerca-di-talenti-dottorandi-e-neolaureati-1.7342680



https://www.sempionenews.it/territorio/economia/mind-tra-i-vincitori-del-bando-europeo-horizon-2020-per-la-rigenerazione-urbana/?cn-reloaded=1



https://it.finance.yahoo.com/notizie/mind-riconosciuto-come-banco-di-152341540.html



https://www.wired.it/branded/article/mind-call-for-ideas/



https://www.italiaoggi.it/news/modello-firenze-nella-rigenerazione-urbana-2552979



https://kaunaspilnas.lt/meninis-protestas-rumuno-dan-perjovschi-piesiniai-buvusioje-karineje-teritorijoje/



https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000208272/ryto-allegro-ved-marius-eidukonis



https://www.alfa.lt/aktualijos/kultura/meninis-protestas-zinomo-menininko-d-perjovschi-piesiniai-buvusioje-karineje-teritorijoje/248956/



https://www.delfi.lt/kultura/naujienos/rumunu-menininko-piesiniai-buvusioje-karineje-teritorijoje-aleksote-kaip-protesto-forma-pries-karo-
absurdiskuma.d?id=89741085



https://www.lanazione.it/firenze/cronaca/recuperare-i-buchi-neri-delle-nostre-citta-1.7488447



https://www.fervogroup.eu/news/minddistrictmilano-tfactor



https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/kultura/12/1711847/karines-pramones-teritorijoje-galerija-po-atviru-dangumi-kurioje-demesys-karui-ukrainoje?
fbclid=IwAR0yjhtV5k0N1tzKr_5VhXsQEZhPzgGaAXk0-mdPQC-Y1_WHkJ1I5A_YP4g



https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000219119/kulturos-savaite-muzikantas-linas-svirinas-zurnaliste-yevgenia-albats-ir-mados-infekcijos-apzvalga?
fbclid=IwAR1_hTDCFz_2UFwWcn5MQTzrsZijdQSSjX3Adrt1QhCCf9HxcAdaBm9pHSk



https://corrierefiorentino.corriere.it/firenze/notizie/cronaca/22_giugno_10/firenze-manifattura-il-futuro-parchi-presidi-valorizzazione-salvare-cascine-
9eed6270-e8e7-11ec-98e9-335c4c0f1729.shtml



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D85gOSRg93pDavNSr4QJnVQY4oF9Cb0d/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MbMvkh4HB-zde9r8clc-BoJdmRwXrvdu/view



https://www.lanazione.it/cultura/many-possible-cities-1.7758866



https://www.controradio.it/le-citta-del-futuro-alla-manifattura-tabacchi-dal-9-all11-giugno-torna-many-possible-cities/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYJflm71soo



https://www.toscanatv.it/2022/06/06/2022-06-06-telegram/



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE7CRPOZZwI



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd_3y8HMDRY



https://ilreporter.it/sezioni/eventi/many-possible-cities-2022-manifattura-tabacchi-firenze/



https://design.pambianconews.com/mind-vince-bando-horizon-sara-progetto-pilota-t-factor/



https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000236527/labas-rytas-lietuva-ii-d-kokiomis-priemonemis-priesintis-bioivairoves-miestuose-nykimui



https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000237825/10-12-vis-daugiau-lietuviu-bando-sumazinti-mesos-vartojima



https://www.delfi.lt/tvarilietuva/tvarumo-istorijos/miestuose-sparciai-nyksta-bioivairove-problemai-spresti-studente-pasiule-neeilini-sprendima.d?
id=91368773



BLOGS & 
CORPORATE SITES



https://waag.org/nl/article/een-inclusief-nachtleven-voor-mens-en-dier/



https://ancitoscana.it/component/k2/3814-rigenerazione-urbana-tappa-a-bilbao-per-il-progetto-t-factor.html?
fbclid=IwAR3KSILder1w5M5Pv5kH6yymy8NCXdtbbutA43fsM9n6MuZtgEZuby5e78M



https://ancitoscana.it/component/k2/3982-gli-spazi-in-rigenerazione-nelle-citta-istruzioni-per-l-uso-tempraneo.html?
fbclid=IwAR25M655TdQ_-80Q0WBq_pJuS9Eae8_MCD1K9gETimMxDuOyt3GmsEipG78



https://www.bilbaoekintza.eus/noticia/bilbao-y-una-delegacion-de-la-toscana-comparten-experiencias-sobre-gobernanza-colaborativa-y-
proyectos-estrategicos



https://futuribile.org/2021/12/02/digital-placemaking-in-kaunas/



https://espacioopen.com/celebramos-zorrotzaurre-innovation-jam/



https://ancitoscana.it/component/k2/3728-l-uso-temporaneo-di-manifattura-tabacchi-fa-scuola-in-europa-e-non-solo.html?
fbclid=IwAR0cbZsIkq1ftihRjXUSc-pXf2D4SZGACKOPoRJM8RmOYyMHD0pngYCYiAE



https://agenzialama.eu/appunti/news/many-possible-cities-reboot-perche-un-festival/



https://www.unl.pt/en/calendar/general/nomadic-territories-os-passos-em-volta-trafaria



https://www.unl.pt/en/calendar/interdisciplinary-platforms/slam-poetry-trafaria



https://www.polifactory.polimi.it/polifactory-t-factor-ecosystem-mapping/
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